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5 A:Vocabulary: 
Fill in the blanks with these words.There is one extra word. 
Effectively-generous-contain-shouted-distinguished 

 
5.Dr.Gharib was known as a………………university professor.All of us know him. 

 
2.The teacher became angry with the noisy student and finally……………….. 

 
9.Try to avoid foods that…………………a lot of fat. 

 
5.If you study more…………………..,you will pass the exam easily. 
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2 Make collocations by matching the exact words. 
 

4.burst into                                              a.a mistake 
6.keep                                                       b.abroad 
7.make                                                      c.a diary 
8.go                                                           d.tears 
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9 Match the definitions with the words. 
 

9. to suddenly decide to do something.                                 A.arrange 
 

51. think and believe.                                                                B. suppose 
 

55. organize and put in order.                                                  C. jump into 
 

52. tell somebody that something is.                                      D. recommend 
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5 One odd out. 
 

59. effective-useful-confusing-helpful 
 

55. figure out-understand-stand for-know 
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4 Grammar: 

Write the correct tag questions. 

54.Reza never plays chess,………………………….? 

56.They built a big house in their village,…………………………………..? 
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6 Writing: 

Write in the gaps using  and , but   or   so. 

57.I was so hungry,…………………….I ate a big sandwich. 

58.We can take a taxi,………………….we travel by train. 
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7 Read the passage and then answer the questions 

Professor Mahmood Hesabi was born in Tehran.When he was seven ,his family 

moved from Iran to alebanon.At 57, he got his diploma in Beirut.Later. he 

received his B.A in civil engineering while working as a draftsman.He graduated 

from engineering school of Beirut.Dr.Hesabi worked in French National 

Railway.He continued hos research in physics at Sorbonne University in France 

and got his Ph.D in physics from that university at the age of 24.Professor 

Hesabi was a dedicated scientist who did important works for improvement of 

our country, Iran.He founded Tehran University and also the first modern 

observatory in Iran.Professor Hesabi is called the father of physics in Iran.He 

was such a great man. 

59.When did he and his family leave Iran? 

21.He  got his diploma in Beirut.                True                       False 

25.He continued his research in physics in Lebanon.          True                   False 

22.He is called the ………………………………….science in Iran. 

 

 

GOOD LUCK!Jalali                                                                                                              
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